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became one who has been identified with the subject in beart a
a practical way for more than a quarter of a century. people
The nature and possibilities of plastering materials husband
were clearly explained, and suggestions made regarding with it.'
the methods to be adopted to secure satisfactory proces
results. Such an interchange of thought between the into the
architect who designs and supervises the construction was pos
of the building and the skilled contractor who executes an archi
the work cannot fail to improve the relationship same pc
between the two and elevate the standard of workman- is of thE
ship. It has occurred to us to suggest in connection long 17
with future conventions, that if printed copies of the
papers to be presented could be placed in the hands of I
members in advance of the meeting, it would tend to the Uni
promote weRl considered discussion. ture, thi
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nd brain of his own country and his own

This process is a slow one. It is as when a

man, having sown his seed, " has long patience

The current business of architecture is only a

of cultivation ; that very process of absorbing

heart and brain the needs of their clients. It

sible for an autocratic French monarch to found

tectural style. The president's veto has not the

wer. Architecture in the United States, which
people and for the people, will be found in the

n to have been formed by the people. As
)r Ware, with thoroughly national and indi-

WE have received from this
The T Squre Club of volume which serves the double

of an exhibition catalogue

annual review of architectural affairs in Phila
A prominent place is given to a series of lette
eminent architects in the United States, wri
answer the question which forms the title at the
"An Unaffected School of Modern Architecture.
come?" The T Square Club's view of the
state of affairs is stated in a pathetie extract
quoted from the address, in French, of their del
the International Congress of Architects,
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CODE FOR COMPETITIONS.
THE hard times through which the architectural pro-

fession bas just passed, when even the best established
architectural firms have had little work-and even, at
times, no work--to do, have been a time of severe trial
for the morale of the profession. There have been
points in which it bas not stood the test. In particular,
the small irregular competition lias claimed its victims
among men who ought to have stood by the profession
in the determination not to countenance the competition
system except when reasonably used. The great ques-
tion for architects is how to pursuade the public out of
the idea that an architect's sketches cost him nothing,
and that it is reasonable to ask an architect to do pre-
liminary work for nothing, merely for the hope of get-
ting work by it. This view may have been reasonable
once, when the work of an architect was not what it
now is ; but it is unreasonable now, and would not
stand for a moment if architects were quite clear about
it themselves, or were quite clear that they were all
agreed about its unreasonableness. As long as the
camp is weak or divided it must accept any terms that
are offered to it.

What, then, constitutes reasonableness in a competi-
tion, and what unreasonableness ? It is generally ac-
cepted by the profession that under some circumstances
a competition is a good thing ; that it makes men who
are in a position to get the work without competition
exert themselves more when they are obliged to com-
pete for it ; that it brings forward unknown men who
would never otherwise have had a chance; that it is ex-
cellent practice for young architects, who can, by enter-
ing many competitions for practice, learn ultimately how
to succeed and become winners. We are unable to
point to evidence in support of any of these propositions.
Sir Charles Barry, who founded the type for legislative
buildings in Europe, and H. H. Richardson, who
founded the type for municipal buildings in America, did
so in competition ; but these were the great artists of
their day ; it required no competition to decide upon
their selection for such work, and nobody who bas read
their lives can imagine that the fact of the design being
made in conpetition would make any difference in the
enthusiastic energy with which they attacked their work.
On the other hand, Mr. Street's Law Courts, won in
competition, were probably his worst work ; and Mr.
Colcutt, the winner of the other great London competi-
tion of this generation, the Imperial Institute, has not
risen at all to the occasion, but has missed the sugges-
tion of imperial character in an extraordinary manner.
Of the unknowln men to whom competition bas been an
opportunitY, the greatest example was perhaps Mr.
Gribble, the designer of the Brompton Oratory. How
his subsequent practice fared or is faring we do not
know ; his name bas not since appeared in any way to
attract attention. But his design, which remains,
attracts the feet of no pilgrims but the religious ; it is
as dull as a faithful rendering of the Italian Renair'sance
can make it. This was the fault of the style, no doubt,
more than of the man. The Italian style, which has
come to be the style of the Church of Rome, is dull ;
and, though graceful variants upon it are possible
and have been done, they were not done in competition.
A competition is not the place for originality which
affects the question of taste. The expert arbitrator is
but a man ; he has a taste of his own, and to expect

style of important buildings an imitation of the hard,
liney Gothic, which is his peculiar style. Even if the
arbitrator has not himself practiced in a style so marked
as to indicate a bias of taste, be will not readily take up
with another man's taste, and will consider, wisely, that
he is best exercising his trust by keeping to safe lines in
his recommendation of design. Here, then, is the
answer to the argument that competitions are good
practice for young architects. They are good practice
to enable hi to win competitions, but, if he wins, the
probability is that the native quality in his style will re-
ceive that same chastening which in another branch of
art communicates the impersonality of the journalist to
his style and distinguishes it from literature.

It is, however, generally agreed by architects that a
competition is a good thing under some circumstances.
What are these circumstance? It is conceivable that a
work that promises to be greater than the known
capacity of local designers may justify the institution of
a competition that will require them to, prove their
powers on paper and will also, if they should turn out
to be insufficient, give an opportunity to a competent
designer from outside to corne in and show his suffi-
ciency. It may also happen, when a great public
building is in project, that, though there is no doubt
about the capability of the profession at home, there is
no machinery for making a choice. There is really no
logic in favor of competition in this case as far as archi-
tecture is concerned, for each designer who enters the
competition would, if given the work and opportunity
to study it in consultation with the promoters, probably
do better work than any would do in competition ; but
the case is a difficult one to manage in practice without
a competition ; and, where the work is of sufficient
importance to be the prize of a lifetime, or at any rate a
great prize, it is perhaps best, though not strictly
reasonable, that architects should join with the public
in adopting this method of settling the matter. But
the public see no reason why the system should stop
there, and the proof of the contrary position lies with
the profession. They must support no competitions
that put the profession in the position of struggling
with one another for work, which is an ordinary prob-
lem; not large, not new; which is therefore presumably
within the power of all ; and to compete for which is
therefore not to wrestle with the difficulties of a new
problem but to struggle with each other for the pos-
session of the work. This kind of struggle is not only
undignified but is a most short-sighted policy. It ends
in work for all with pay for one, and even he must do
more for his pay than he would otherwise need to do.
It means the indoctrination of the public with -the idea
that architects are always ready to do preliminary work
for nothing and to try to oust each other.

The best way to settle the question of how far the
competition system shall go is to have an absolute set
of conditions of competition in which the principle shall
be recognized that competitions are not a convenience
for architects so much as for the promoters of the com-
petitions, and that for this convenience they must be
willing to pay in the shape of a direct fee to the
competitors or premiums to the three or four ranked
first, besides the cost of employing an expert abitrator
of high standing. This expense, which will be only a
reasonable consideration for projects of such importance
that they appropriately become the subjects of a com-
petition, will choke off effectually all minor schemes of
which the object is not so much to procure a better
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for $z,o81.31, this latter figure including a handsome profit.
one of these accounts appears a charge for 1 17 pounds of sold
The experts declare that not more than 5o pounds could possil
have been required. Labor amounting to almost three mont
continuous time for man and helper was charged, which is
clared to be out of ail proportion to the amouit of work accon
lished. A stairway consisting of ten treads leading from i
main floor to the cellar in No. 15 Police Station is said to ha
been charged at $2,5oo. Evidently there is need for a searchi
investigation into this whole matter, and perhaps also the scope
the enquiry might profitably be enlarged.

FIRE TEST.

A most successful test was made on St. James Street a f
days ago of a fire retarding material called Salamanda by 'I
American Fireroofing Company, Boston, under the direct sup
intendence of their general manager, Mr. Chas. S. Ellis and th
agents, Webster Bros. & Parkes, of this city, a large number
the leading architects, fire underwriters and fire department ocials being present. The lirst test was of a house built of
spruce tongued and grooved and lined inside with No. 3 Sala
ander and measuring 48 x 4o x 4o in., into which a flue was inser

(CGýondoece of the CA &N AscaîITECT AND Band a draught door. This was filled with kindling satural
IMPORTANT TO CONTRACTORS. with coal oit and the flames allowed to play directly on the Sala

der, a condition not utsually associated with ordinary constructii
A Bill is now before the Quebec Legislature ta aiend the. law The furnace heat was kept up by fresh supplies of fuel, and

relahing to contractons, in such a way tint the numben of years minutes elapsed before the fire penetrated to the wood and cafor which a contractor is held responsible for his work shall be re.
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period of studentship provided for by the original act, viz., four
years, shall have been fulfilled, the said student shal be admitted
on passing the examinations provided for admission to practice, the
same as if they had duly passed the preliminary examina-
tions before commencing studentship.

At a special meeting of the Council of the Association, held in
the rooms of the Association Friday the 27th of January, it was
proposed by Mr. E. Maxwell, seconded by Mr. J. S. Archibald,
that : "The members of the Province of Quebec Association of
Architects learned with heartfeit grief of the death of their
esteemed fellow-member, Mr. A. S. Fowler, and that a copy of
the present resolution be sent to the family."

ILLUSTRATIONS.
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR VIEWS OF HOUSE ON BEACON

HILL, VICTORIA, B.C.-S. MACLURE, ARCHITECT.

RESIDENCE OF MR. G. T. FULFORD, BROCKVILLE, ONT.
-A. W. FULLER, ARCHITECT.

C. A. & B. COMPETITION FOR FOUR CHIMNEYS.-DESIGNS
BY "CAZA" (MR. A. CHAPMAN, TORONTO), AWAR-

DED FIRST POSITION ; AND 13Y "PERCIVAL"

(MR. ELMER Hl. RUSSELL, TORONTO),
AWARDED SECOND POSITION.

MONTREAL MASTER PLUMBERS' ASSOCIATION.
The annual banquet of the above Association was held on the

evening of the î3th inst., in the Balmoral Castle Hotel, the
president, Mr. John Watson, presiding. The attendance of
members and guests numbered about one hundred. Occupying
places of honor at the table were ex-president Harris, represent-
ing the National Plumbers' Association ; James Simpson,

president of the Montreal Builders' Exchange ; Joseph Venne,
secretary of the Province of Quebec Association of Architects ;
J. M. Taylor, manager of the Dominion Radiator Company,
Toronto ; J. O. Thorne, manager of the Metallic Roofing Com-
pany, Toronto; Messrs. J. A Lamarche, William Ramsay, J. W.
Hughes, E. C. Mount, E. Watson, J. P. O'Leary, Kifngsley,
Blais, Egan, Powell, Davis, Beaupre, Gibeau, Poole, Giroux, W.
Beaupre jr., Stewart, Lessard, Forest, Lamontagne, Warmole,
Anill, Thibeault, Goodman, Dickson, Lawrence, Fournier,
Gordon, Martin, Tremblay, Date, Saunders, McEntee, Hebert,
Lesperance, Prudhomme, Lecours, Woodham, Pettigrew, Walsh
and Murray. Letters of regret were rend from the president of
the National Association, Mr. Wm. Smith, Mayor Prefontaine, J.
R. Wilson, representing Thomas Robertson & Company; Thomas
J. Tout, representing the 'National Association of the United
States ; A. E. McMichael, of the James Robertson Company ;
Edward Gurney, of the Gurney Foundry Company, and R. J.
Lockhart.

After the usual loyal toasts, the president proposed the health
of the National Association, which was responded to by Mr. J. W.
Harris and M. E. Lesperance. Following the toast to the city of
Montreal came speeches from Mr. Lamarche and Mr. Hughes
commenting upon the absence of any representative of the Sani-
tary Committee of the city council, and the failure of the Council
to enforce the provisions of the plumbing by-law. The toast
- Our Guests " brought suitable replies from Mr. H. McLaren,
Mr. John M. Taylor, Joseph Venne, Mr. James Simpson and Mr.
Anthes. Suitable reference, was made in connection with the
toast to " Absent Friends ", to the removal by death of Messrs
Charles Jacotal, William Briggs and Fred Horton. Messrs John
M. Taylor, P. Carroll and Mr. Wynne responded in a happy
manner to the toast to the "Ladies." Messrs Poole, Davis,
Fournier and Giroux provided musical entertainmient. The suc-
cess of the Banquet is largely due to the following Committee
of Management : J. W. Harris, chairman ; E. C. Mount, secre-
tary ; P. C. Ogilvie, treasurer ; Thos. Moll, J. Sadler, E. Les-



THE ADVANCEMENT OF PUBLIC TASTE IN
ARCITECTURE.*

A few weeks ago Mr. Langton came to my office and asked for

the title of the paper I was to read at the Conference this year.

This was the first intimation I had received that a paper was ex-

pected from me. However, I believe it is the duty ofevery mem-

ber of the society to do his share towards making our annual

meeting a success, and although through want of leisure My at-

tempt will not be of the value I would like it to be ; I will not with-

hold it on that account, but give it for what it is worth.

A few days after the interview with Mr. Langton, I have just

mentioned, I had the privilege of hearing the Rev. Mr. Shortt

lecture to the Toronto Chapter, and he gave me the keynote for

my remarks to-day in deploring the state of ignorance existing in

the public mind regarding architecture, and suggesting that some

method should be found and used-by architects-for its enlight-

enment. I therefore selected the subject you find on the agenda,

" The Advancement of Public Taste in Architecture." I will not,

however, promise to stick very closely to my text, as I shall have,

perhaps, quite as much to say about the taste of architects them-

selves.
The architect from the popular point of view is a pictorial artist

on a large scale, and of ail the arts bis is the one most capable of

prolonged effort in design, music and poetry coming next. Again

the painter will produce pictures to frame and hang on a wall to

be seen only by a chosen or limited number ; a sculptor will adorn

a pedestal with his effort, and only those who seek it find it ;

music and poetry reach an increased number, but architecture, as

a decorative art, is seen by all men at all times, and its silent in-

fluence, consciously or unconsciously, affects the minds of the

cultured and uncultured.

To speak broadly, there are two faculties displayed in the arch-

itectural art-invention and imagination-one constructional and

the other asthetic. Invention bas to do with the plan and scheme

of a building and the relationship of its parts-the artist calling

this faculty into play in much the same way as the dramatist

creates characters ; disposes of their destinies; thinks out the

course of events in his story, and sets the scenes. This can all

be done*by the faculty of invention. Having made the plan and

settled the scheme of the structure, its heights and sizes, inag-
ination does the rest, and clothes it with beauty. The construc-

tion will, of course, give the motive of the design. Every struct-

ural problem will be met and solved before the building is begun,

and the architectural design keep pace step by step with the con-

struction, partlyI modifying it and making it obedient to artistic
consideration.

It is of the decorative or imaginative side of the art that I wish

to speak-the side which appeals most to the public.

We are all the time seeing and handling things which are

beautiful and give us pleasure, or ugly and give us pain. There

is nothing, however, to compel us to look at poor pictures or dis.

torted statues ; but we cannot escape the ugly buildings whicl-

disfigure our streets. Nor can we prevent the baneful influence

of such bad buildings on the minds ot our children, who, unfortu

nately, grow familiar with them, and whose tastes will, in all pro

bability, become as corrupt as those of the public to-day.

Considering then that architecture as a decorative art is s<

transcendently important, is it not astonishing that the bad arch

itecture should have been se long a matter of indifference, or a

any rate so long tolerated by the educated public ?

The first question I ask therefore, and will endeavor to answe

is-" How is the Public Taste to be trained te a better judgmen

in matters of architecture-a better appreciation of art-an

taught to know good architectural design from bad "?

The first essential is, that the public shall be induced to take a

interest in architecture, and shall be educated to do so. How i
this to be achieved ? Not so much by talking as by doing. Nc

so much by lectures and papers and art criticism as by our actu,

work in stone and brick and wood. By the quality of the art se

before it will the public taste be healthy or unhealthy. It depend:

therefore, upon the architects themselves in the greatest measur

whether there shall be any advancement in the popular apprec

ation of our art.
The next essential is closer and more friendly relations betweE

the public and the profession. While I don't agree that the feeling ý
contempt that is sometimes spoken of exists, except amongst tF1

least thinking class, it is undoubtedly true that there could be

more mutual feeling of respect between them.

It is said that culture only means the development of ne

* Paper presented at the eleventh convention of the Ontario Association
Architects.

relations between ourselves and the world around us-a better
understanding of how one thing affects another. This can be
made clear perhaps by imagining the way in which every indivi-
dual would conduct himself towards the rest in a society of thehighest possible culture. Courtesy would of course be the rule.Each person would recognize the welfare of the whole as of theutmost importance, and do all in his power to establish it. Nothing
would be done in a spirit of selfishness or te draw attention. Aliwould be in sympathy and work in barmony. Under conditionssuch as these architecture could attain te something like popularappreciation.

My second question is.-" Are we architects going to work inthe right way to produce the best of which we are capable, or arewe workmng under hopeless conditions, which rmust prevent netonly any originality, but even tolerably good work? "Any art is valuable only se long as the artist can be seen in it.The inanimate material which the artist handles, be it a lump ofclay, a stretch of canvas, or a heap of stones or bri.ks, is quick-ened into life by the artist's communication of his owii spirit into thething. I mean, of course, without pre-meditation, resulting inunconscious expression. We all know o! sore buildings
which have been erected under conditions where the thought ofthe archiîect can be read, and his hand traced not onlyn the general design but in the minutest feature. Suchbuildings are interesting because :hey have character,
and they civ it te the impress of the architect'spersonality on his work ; and it is only such that can charm andintere t the uneducated as weil as the educated, and that reallydeserve the name of architecture.

In the middle ages very much was left te the trained work-men which the architect-or master builder-employed, but theyworked under his personal direction, and he was always on thespot to tell them what te do and how ta do it ; and often himselfworked with mallet and chisel on the sculpture which adorned the
building.

IîuF, GKUAMAU ARGUV= ikuD EujýýDEu.



I now corne to the question, " Is not the public taste in Arch-

itecture retarded by a want of respect amongst architects for each

other, and for which they are responsible more or leost h mean

an absence of professional etiquettethe esprit-de-corPs of other

professions.

Sometime ago I read in a piofessional journal of an incident

which occurred in the States and was singularly like one in he wt-
I was personally interested. A brother architect was sin tin-

ness box, having been called by the plaintif to esstify in certain

points regarding professional ihrno vr co noexamirchtitect the

Opposing counsel asked- Is ib noe very common foa architects -

offer to submit plans on a venture, hoping that the nif' ce ac-

cepted?" The question waspbjected to by the pla itis coueel,

but the objection was not sustained by the judgh, who rearked

that the architectural profession was not like that of doctors or

lawyers who never solicited work but that i wac Weltknown that

architects were always glad to conipete. The incident shows how

little the architect's point of view is appreciated even bY the

educated portion of the community. But was itrlcot ia sone ex-

tent true ? The temptation to get work ai any price is a constant

one, and while the profession is open to an one irrespective of

ability, it is not strange that good and bad should be turped to-

gether by the public in a single categorbe.

It is truc that there is a fundamental difference betwyen the

architectural profession and the others menîioned. A lawyer

to practice must be a member of de Bar, the phys ician mut have

received bis degree from the edical University. The architect,

however, is let loose upon the publie with or witot trainihg It e

lot to be expected then that sere shah bc respect in owe public

for a profession which does not discriminate anongst nis owne

members, and which is content to let its professional na e be

used by untrained individuals. Law and mnedicine have takene

measures to protect the public from inefficiency. Architcture

bas not.
Another elenent in the want of appreciation of architecture as

an art by t'e pu blic is the established level charge for the services

of all ; the authoritive schedule of charges sanctioned by the mass

of the profession.

The most carefully educated and gified man gets no more for his

services than an ignorant bungler. In other professions, such as

music, Painting, sculpture, nedicine and law, artistic ability is so

remunerated that there is always an incentive and opportunity for

still further increase, and the public demand for a higli artistic

standard is established in these professions. It is evident that

the value of the work of a true artiet is greater than that of the

man of small ability. Moreover, the syst m takes litt e accouet

of the nature of the design and the amount of lrain work requirsd

to produce it ; the carefully studied and elaborate detail of a frst-

class residence is of no more value, judged by the existing stand-

ard, than the unadorned school bouse or barn.

A writer in one of the papers bas summed ntp the quetion in

these words-"l By the present mode of paymen t d'e public first

refuses to. recognize the difference in the artistic capacity of in

dividuals ; second, it refuses to recognize the artistic difference ir

widely varying services rendered by the saine individual ; and

third, it refuses to pay the architect in a way that wil enable in

to give its work his best attention." But the strangect anomal

of all is, that the financial interesis of the arcitect and i

client are dianietrically opposite. Take the case of a building o

the normal value of say $5oooo, the commission for whicl woulq

be $2,500. An architect unskilled and giving little thought t

bis work would probably spend $6o,ooo in carrying out d'e worl

for which he would be paid a commission of $,0kn aoe

architect by thought, labor and diligence, and rakng variou

studies and changes in his drawings is enabled b reduce te coý

by $5,ooo. His faithfulness and care are rewarded, not lbn extf

payment for extra study and labor ; lie receives no payent a 5

for that, and the original commission is reduced by $250.00c l

on the amount saved for bis client. The better lie serves is clie'

the more is commission is reduced.

To recapitulate and conclude, I would say, that lefore welarc

itects accuse tbe public of being indifferent WC shahl do wvell

lotk ai home and see whether rte work we turnI out has any re

claim to be interesting, and before we claim that they do not knh

god work fron bad, it is our business to ask ourselves whet

We have given them a fair chance of seeing w hat good aork

We shall educate them to be critics by giving theqi good t

faithful work as a standard by which to judg tue quality of t

wole, and we can depend that every piece of really nfet

oijous work will be an object lesson tor the educationt of t

popular taste and oublic appreciation.

GAUA"MA A 1"£ci PLU ui DU.

DISCUSSION.

The reading of Mr. Siddall's paper was received with

evident manifestations of appreciation, and elicited the

following discussion :
Mr. Wickson expressed his very cordial agreement

with the sentiments contained in Mr. Siddall's paper.

It must be remembered that they could not get any

people or body of people to look after them, but in the

homely language of an old saying, "every tub must

stand on its own bottom," and the same might be said

of the Association. H owever much it might be de-

plored that the public did not appreciate what is good

and what is bad, he did not think anything was to be

gained by rating or scolding them for it, but, rather,

architects ought to make that which they themselves

knew to be good, and endeavor to educate the public

unconsciously into liking it. Apropos of Mr. Siddall's

reference to conscientious work, he thought if architects

would cultivate the habit of considering what their

brother arcfiitects would think of their work rather than

the view taken of it by the public, it would result in the

production of more meritorious and truly artistic

designs. He thought that architects would be res-

pected more by those outside of their profession if they

respected themselves and each other more. He

deplored the conditions which resulted in two arehitects

being found in a court of justice, one swearing to a

state of facts diametrically opposed to that advanced by

the other, and he thought there ought to be some

arrangement possible that would obviate that scandal,

and result in the evidence of experts agreeing at least

to a reasonable degree. Referring to what had been

remarked by Mr. Siddall, that under the present system

of remuneration when a good man by his skill and care

kept down the price of work being executed for a client

it resulted in bis receiving less for bis services than the

careless man obtained, he thought it was well to

remember that the architect who earned a reputation

for protecting the interests of his clients in that way

would not fail to ultimately reap his reward in the

shape of an enlarged clientele.

Mr. Baker thought that to discover the secret of

really good architecture one had to revert to the earlier

days of the art and see how matters stood then. He

was led to understand from what he had read that in

those times the architects were the most learned and

cultivated men in the land, numbering among them

y many bishops and other high clerical dignitaries thor-
s oughly in touch with their "public"; and, as Mr.
f Siddall had said, these men erected their buildings not

from drawings which were sent out of their hands, but

, they practically lived on the buildings and watched

r their creation step by step, and in that way every little
s detail was fittingly carried out. Mr. Dick had yesterday

t ut the whole thing in a nut-shell, when he said that
l the architects of to-day in Canada, in addition to super-

% vising their work, had to be not only their own super-

nt intendents, but in many cases foremen of the different

trades. So long as that condition existed it would be
h- difficult to achieve the high standard of work which had

to been reached by English architects, who always ap-

a pointed a clerk of works, who had only one building at

er a time to superintend. Then to-day the question of

is. cost was one of the first considerations, something
nd which did not enter so much into the calculations of the
he architects in the earlier times, when no contracts were
it-
ie let, and the work was paid for as it proceeded. In that

connection, he thought the English method of having



the quantities taken from the plans and specifications
by skilled " quantity surveyors," paid by theowner, and
the contractor making his estimate on these quantities,
instead of each contractor taking off his own quantities
and making his estimate thereon, was a very good one,
which must result in the advancement of good archi-
tecture, and he would like to see the system introduced
in this country. It had beei shown by Mr. Siddall
that the man who worked hardest in the monetary
interest of his client was the one who received the least
remuneration ; that was the first logical argument he
had ever heard adduced against the percentage system.
He understood it was now the case in England that a
number of the leading architects were receiving stated
sums in payment for their services in carrying out
buildings, instead of working on a percentage commis-
sion. He agreed with Mr. Darling that every mari had
a right to set his own scale of charges for services
rendered, and, as a rule, he thought the public were
pretty well satisfied that architects were not over paid.
He had great pleasure in moving a vote of thanks to
Mr. Siddall for his excellent paper.

Mr. Burke said one could not take a walk through
the newer parts of Toronto without being impressed by
the large number of houses of a class designed simply
to catch the public eye. He thought it might be said
that three-quarters of the houses recently put up were
simply houses copied from others of the same type. In
his own practice he was continually meeting with
people who admired this or that house because of some
feature not at all in accord with true architecture, but
which for some inexplicable reason seemed to gratify a
certain fancy of the public. You would find perbaps
windows of halt a dozen different styles in one front,
aud features introduced without any logical sequence at
all, simply to gratify and catch the taste of clients of
that class. This all made it very difficult for an archi-
tect who desired to design in a simple, logical and
dignified form to obtain work. With regard to the
question of detail, that was a very serious problem for
the architect of to-day. As Mr. Dick had remarked, so
much attendance had to be given to superintendence,
that without burning the midnight oil, there was little
time in which to cultivate design. Referring to the
question of fees, he doubted whether under the existing
conditions, any system more satisfactory than the present
system of fees could be devised. There was one phase
of this question, however, which he thought presented
difficulty. In one case a man might have an easy
going client, who made no bargain about fees, but left
the architect to charge whatever he thought was the
value of his services. In another case the client might
be a hard bargainer, one who would say, " Well, if you
won't do it at this rate I can get someone who will."
Now, was it right to charge one man 5% for the same
class of work which under pressure like that you would
accept 4% for from another man, simply because one was
a hard bargain driver and the other a man content to
let it go in the usual way? Yet an architect who was
conscientious was driven to accept uniformly a less
remuneration than his services were really worth, or
else, on the other hand, ran the risk of losing clients
and work.

The President noted that nearly every speaker had
touched upon the main principle in all good design,
the correct solving of the problem presented, and that
problem included every consideration that arose in each

case, the matter of good and bad taste, the require-ments Of the client, the money consideration, thenature of the site, and everything else
the proposed building. He thouglt too nuc stress
could not be laid on the necessity f approaching work
with that thought in mnd.

The vote of thanks to Mr. Siddall, baving beenseconded by Mr. Wickson, was then carried.
Mr. Siddal, in acknowledging the thanks tenderedhim, said there wre one or two points that had arisenduring tbe discussion of whIct le would like to say aword or two t bad been remarked by Mr. Wicksonthat the careful conscientious architect would get hisreward by the increased patronage that would accrueto bim. It was douhtful if that was an unmixedblessing, for he thougt one cause of trouble was thatarcitects undertook toca much work, more than theywere faithfully able to carry out in the way he thoughtit sbould be carried out. If they could undertake les.work, getting for it proper remuneration it would ge a

long way towards obviating many of the exsting draw-backs, such as the impossibilmay of desîging daw-
all the work. He thoughyt a great dea of details in
out of the details should be dne on toe building, a planthat was followed by some of the best Engisb archi-tects and might with benefit be adopted here, because
there one had the whole thing before him, and couldform more correct ideas as to proportionm

Mr. Burke pointed out what pe consier the i-
practicability of the course suggestde by Mr. Siddall.An architect here, if he desired to keep abreast of thetimes, must have all his working plans and detailsmatured before the foundation of the building wasfinished, and the details of his intedoor wrk in g as
of the carpenter before th, e . w the hands

ýTUE



CORRESPONDENCE

THE ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF
ARCHITECTS.

Spectator Bldg., Hamilton, Ont., Feb. 6, i899.

To the Editor of the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER.

SIR,-I have read with interest the report of the meet-

ing of the Ontario Association of Arcitects in January.

The President referred to those 'bobjeCtOrs who cot-

plain that the Council is not active enough and that the

Association fails to give them a direct returni for the dees

paid, or who are continually crying to the Council to do

something-they never say what-to make the Associa-

tion more interesting to its members. " I amnot one of

these, because I am not a member. But as an outsider,

a former member, and one wo would cone under the

President's description of "objectors" if 1 was amember

now, I should like to say a few things. You may re-

member that the President asked me to attend the con-

vention and read a paper making a suggestion as to

how the Association could be made of use to arcitects

outside Toronto. The Registrar, in forwarding the

President's invitation, took occasion to Il warn me it

would be of little use my coming unless had a scherne

prepared, cut and dried." My reply was that 1 consid

ered it the duty of the Council to prepare such a scheme,

and that it was not possible for one man to do the duty

of the Board. Please understand my positiol. If the

Ontario Association could be madle one particle o use to

architects of Ontario, I would gladly apply to be re-ad-

rnitted to membersbip, and I should be gladl to do ail I

could to further the Association's objects in my part of

the province. But I maintaii the Council has followed

a policy that, instead of attracting architects to the

Association, has driven ther away. I do not want to

hurt anyone's feelings, but I ar going to be a little

personal, because this matter is not a private one, but

one that conceris every architect in the province, and

tbat there are many who think somewhat in the sarne

way as I do is sown by the fact that, as the Presidet

said, the present register of the Association contains the

names of only two-thirds of the architects of Ontario.

What has the retiring President, Mr. Townsend, done

during the whole year of his presidency? Has he suc-

ceeded in bringing the Association and the public an

incb nearer together ? Does he feel that his tern of

office bas redounded one wit to the good of the Associa-

tion or the public ? Does Mr. Langton, as Registrar,

think that he is doing anything to draw outide members

into doser communion with the Toronto nembers, or

even to help Toronto members themselves, when he feels

as he expressed himself at the convention, that be pre-

fers his fireside and his book to taking any interest i

furthering the objects of the Toronto Chapter by attend-

ing the meetings? And with all due respect to a gen-

tleman of Mr. Belcher's years and professional experi-

ence, what possible good can he do the Association as
o.. .P Ilere is a fine opportunity for Mr. Wickson

ing ; no wonder that outside members take no interest,

and young architects starting for themselves do not care
for mernbership.

Mr. Townse.d, as outgoing President, said in his

address that the Council had formulated building laws

" which if adopted and enforced," etc. But that is just

it; they are not adopted, and municipalities do not take

the trouble to adopt the Association's by-laws, because

they do not know anything about the Association itself.

"Conventions and exhibitions and public lectures ;

how did these educate the public ? The public knew

bardly anything about them, and the lectures when de-

livered by architects were so utterly dry that the few
" ublic" who attended one might well be excused from

attending a second. Then when an outsider is brought
in to give a lecture on architecture, his theories do not

agree with facts, and the public get taught incorrect

notions of architecture. As to '' esprit de corps," its a

fine idea, and in a few cases exists, but as we know
from every-day facts how members of the O.A.A. back-
bite eac another and exhibit such childish jealousy of

each other, to say nothing of the manner in which they

are continually wire-pulling and tryîng to cut each other

out of a "job," the less said about " good fellowship"

the better, because it is nothing but rank hypocrisy.

Architects do not care a fig for the "advancement of the

art they love or ought to love " ; they are too human

and have pockets to fill, and all they care about now-a-

days is to fill their own pockets. I do not say that is a

good thing-it is a pity-but it is a fact. I think the

sooner the Association has an honorary Registrar the

better, as suggested as a necessity by the Treasurer,

because the Registrar's office is one of great power for

good to ths whole profession, and a man who fills the

office for his " love " of the profession and his desire to

advance its interest will do so more earnestly and effec-

tually than one who is paid. Have a paid Secretary if

the work requires it, but have an honorary Registrar.

Yours truly,
R. W. GAMBIER-BoUSFIELD.

Canada Life Bldg., Toronto, Feb. ioth, 1899.
Editor CANADiAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER.

DEAR SIR,-I am obliged to you for sending me Mr.

Bousfield's letter to look at. The best answer I can

make to it is to repeat what, in my letter inviting birn

to attend the convention and read a paper upon the sub-

ject of how to make the Association of value to its

jnembers, I said before : "I may as well warn you that

it will be only by working out a scheme practically that

you can do much good. There are no new suggestions

in your letter (letter to the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND

BUILDER for December). Everything mentioned has

been already acted upon ; and, unless you are prepared

to show how any proposal you may make is to be worked

so as to bring success, you may be contronted with the

statement that it has been already tried. In other words,

if you suggest what has been tried before, you may stilî

make a valuable suggestion if you can show a systernatic

way of going to work that will give hope of making

more of it than has been made before."
There is an instance of this now. The question of

whether the Association should have rooms of its own

f or not is a live question, but it turns upon the question

of evidence as to whether a room will be really of such

use to members that they will find it worth while to pay

s for it. If Mr. Bousfield wishes to speak for outsiders

r and will get any names of outsiders who would resurne

r membership of the Association, so as to share the advan-

- tage of such a room and the attendant cost, he will

e approach the question in an effective manner.

I perhaps ought to point out what Mr. Bousfield

? could not know, as the order in which the proceedings

took place is reversed in the published report : That

sf Mr. Baker was not appointed on the committee con-

nected with his motion because he had just been elected

r. a member of the Council, and in that capacity would

at meet the committee which was appointed to " confer

g with the Council."
a Yours truly,

W. A. LANGTON.



PLASTERING, PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL.

BY W. J. IHYNES.

GENTLEMEN :-I am before you o talk on plastering, plain and

ornamental. A local experience is all that I can speak from. I

was born in this city and have followed my calling for 27 years-

long enough to qualify me as an authority on the subject. I

am not very diffident as to my knowledge, but I have my doubts

as to whether I can place it before you properly, and I am most

anxious to interest you in a much neglected art.

I propose making a short review of materials before taking up
their use and application. The first is Lath.-My experience calls

for great care in the selection of this material. A soft white pine,

that will stay where it is nailed, is my preference. it should be

seasoned, but not necessarily dry, and have a straight grain.

When a dry lath is coated with mortar it must necessarily swell,

and when it dries again it must shrink. A lath which is not

thoroughly dry will not have so much shrinkage and will have a

more secure key. Wire lath nails l'" long are what we gener-

ally use ; there is no advantage in having them heavy, but they
must have a good flatted head. Metal lath is now offered in many
forms; I do nlot intend to indicate my preference ; there are

several good articles on the market, I will merely ask you to

examine samples in the full sheet-note the stiffening ; they
should be rigid every way. Satisfy yourself as to the key and

and effect upon it of a setlement or shrinkage in the building, and

always have it painted or galvanized. Wire lath is good- it is

almost ail key. It is more expensive to buy, apply and cover

than metal lath, and for that reason is not so much used.

Lime mortar is in general use, and most of our specißcations

for the preparation are taken from English authorities. I will

not attempt to give you the theory of lime-most of you had a full

explanation of that in your student days. I think that the Archi-

tectural Chair of our University might devote some attention to

the examination of the various limes offered in our market with

the proper proportions and description of sand they will carry.
Until such lime as this is done, I would advise you to have your
work donc by contractors m whom you have confidence. Good

work can be donc with lime, but it is a very variable article; we

are well served in Toronto, but some very bad limes are used in

the country. Our mortars are mostly made from grey lime ; they
are cool in working and should be given ample time to thoroughly
slack before mixing with sand. Haste upon the part of the mortar

man or a tendency to stir up the mass before it has slacked,
will most likely result in lime pitting on the finished wall. In some
lime or in fact in al] lime, if not properly burned, there is great
danger from this. There seems to be an underburnt core which

very often disfigures good work. As this generally occurs in

winter work the cause is more often with the mortar man than

with the lime itself, but be as careful as you may it will occur

sometimes.
Lime putty is made from white lime, generally called fat or

rich lime. It is run in large vats and should stand a month or
more before using. This material bas no strength in itself and
requires to be mnixed with sand or gauged with calcined plaster
before use.

Hair is necessary for mortar for use on lath work, and a smaller
quantity is of decided advantage to the straightening or browning
coats. It sbould be clean, well saved, long, winter cattle hair.
Hemp, sisal, palmetto fiber, and many substitutes are used instead
of hair in other places, but are not offered on our market.

Calcined plaster, the most useful of our materials, is used for
many purposes. By mixing one-fifth to bulk with lime putty we
obtain the compound for what we call " hard finish." A greater
quantity mixed with the same putty allows us to form run mould-
ings. Where the thickness of moulding is too great to use putty
and plaster, the work is cored out with mortar gauged with plas-
ter. Quick work can be done by gauging the first coat of mortar

in plastering to admit of finishing at once.

Its greatest use is in moulding and casting decorated ornaments

staff and fibrous plaster work. The property it possesses of
swelling when setting serves to give us most faithful and accurate

copies from any original, hence its extensive use in fine art. In

addition to this, calcined plaster forms the basis of nearly ail the

patent or prepared plasters. By the addition of retarding and
hardening compounds its setting is delayed sufficiently to allow of

mechanical manipulation, while ils ultimatestrength gives a much

stronger wall at once than can be obtained by using lime. My
own conviction is that in time most ail our work will be done in

*Paper pre-nted at the Eleventh Convention of the Ontario Association of Arcb i-
tects.

those materials or with machine made mortars whose proportions
are fixed and accurate. Plaster is aiso the base for the white
cements, such as Keene's, Parian, Martin's and others. Just here
I would say that principally through your own fault, gentlemen, Ido not consider myself an authority upon those cements, and
shal not dwell further upon this than just to say they are perfect
goods, make perfect work and deserve much more attention than
you have given them.

Before speaking of lathing I have something to say about thenecessary preparation therefor. The genius who first conceived
the idea of making the plasterer responsible for the carpenter
wor by a clause in the specifications calling on him to examineail studding, strapping, &c., before lathing, and if not found
correct ao stop an report same to the architect, could not havegraspei ail the facts : ist, the carpenter is a bad man for theplasterer to fall out with ; 2nd, tale bearing is flt congenial
work; 3rd, lathing is utne at the rate Of 2 or 3 cents per yard by
a boss lather who is hasti g a gang ta make his work pay. Itiw orkier ant cheaper for hini to gel over the carpenter's bad
work than t lose ltime and report it. If the angles are notsolidly nailed the lather is not likely to do il ; if a line of joistingdemands the cuting of t or to inches off the lath for a longdistance, the chances are the la•her wil find a convenient board
or cantling, place ilt whre te joists or stud should have been,ant hake his nailing t is loose piece, trusting to the lath nailsto hol i until plastere. This is bad--very bad-but who is toblae? 1 say the architect is. If •iqting and sudding are nlt
size ad on bulges helow or forward of the others, it is casiert add on a few luths and give the wall or ceiling a graceful butincurrabe curve than te wait on a carpenter to trim il. Kindlyexamine tyh carpenler work yourself; don't dodge or depute yourresponsibility.

Have your lath laid in bays with breas cvery 35 inches.
Have a M key on walls and slightly larger on celngs. Don't
allow carpenter work to force flc use of vertical lat. Have
heavy timbers counter lathed. Don' alow latha l break over
door post ; slamming that door will break ths paster. Use
plenty of bridging on joisting and studding. Strap all ceilings.Have false arches and beams made ig. Str al tiings.

in teir akeas pssile s e vry rigid with as little timberin their ake as possible, Sec that ail junctions of wood andbrick work are naile verY soliti, and have them covered withetal la f; 16 lich centres es he greatest distance that should beallowed for ih lalhc ; er is t great for i inch lath ; they shouldhave ta inch centres. Try an have your work so correctly plan-d that the lather an make money; he will give you a good jobwith peasure. The all ly WaY I know to do this is to have thatgreates gf ail botnso a building, a good carpenter-the otil'way to gel 
pn isto give bin a gond Paying price. He wants tolive, boo.

Now before the Mortar bs applicd, before even the lathing isstarted, any ortiinary good job should bc el prepared by grountis.This is generally done badly, and the wesutsare always ta b
seen before completion. The ent• e desails ar the interior finish
should be made before this work is done als the only way if you
want it correct.

Perhaps have been yoa lengthy on this particular question,butf wish a impress upon york ta o00d Plastering demands solid,fin and well preparei work to secure it. I am not here 1o tellyou what bai plastening requires, but y chaes of holding upbad work are good if work is prepayu pr echne o
If, as I have suggested, th. datails hve bei preparrp, poee

grounds fixed, a very definite idea will have been , of the
character of each portion of your buildn ae b yon f ed oite y
specify the proper finish. Tw coat wo n d ou canei. it
sufficient for ordinary rooutso caecutw twis wote aal Io is
specified--plumb, truc and str gheciu nth a sO often
mortar only can b. finished wlth s t  ossbl olnwe col a
" darby;" it is a great implement fotheat won erfu levcll a
up, but don't try a straightedg on ein ager een

plard ite finish is made by gauging lime putty with calcineasterag t to a finsh befoa i 
s Praof you have discover., ,,.-
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TROwELLED STUCCO.-The best hard finish is made with lime

Putty and sand, thoroughly tempered and applied to the straight-
ened coat of mortar. It is first laid true, then very thoroughly
water floated, or scoured, and finally trowelled and retrowelled
ulitil a pOlish is secured. It is then dry brushed. This work is
smlootb and true enough for any painting, hard and firm enough
for any paper.

Bastard stucco is done in very much the same manner, but the
trowelling only progresses far enough to secure a partially smooth
wal]. As its name implies il is neither trowelled work nor rougb
stucco. This makes strong work, admirably adapted for eitlher
paint or paper.

Rough stucco, used on exteriors, hallways, churches, and
in public and semi-public places, is generally executed
in two coats--tihe first being heavily scoured, the second
brought to a finish in one operation. Three coat work admits of
a better stucco ; the work being straightened in the second coat
admits Of a great variety in texture of the finished stucco. Yu
may have il left very rough with ail the indications of floating
tool--with the graceful sweeping lines and curves, this work can
be made very effective-or you cai have it finished of a granular
matt surface of great, uniformity and evenness. Vaults, domes,
imtersecting groins-especially where finished without miouldings
-are best done in this work.

In speaking of stucco I use the term as generally applied by
the trade to the rough-floated work I have been speaking of. I
would like to see the use of this word in specifications somewhat
limuited. lI ils literary sense there would seem to be no limit.

Toronto has soie fairly good samples ofornamental plastering;
ni what slight travelling I have done in the United States I found
nothing near so good. Osgoode Hall, the first done, is still the
greatest, executed under Cumberland & Storm, architects, by
"ly father and uncle in the '50s. The Custom House, done in
1875 by the same firm, shows clearly what different results can
be obtained from the sane artist or machanics by different de-
signers. However, as government work requires the man who
gets it to have a " pull," we should not look for architectural
excellence in that quarter.

The legisiative chamber in our Ontario Parliament Buildings
furnishes an example of modelling done right on the work. The
Romanesque character of the work was adiirably adapted to this
method of handling, and Mr. Johnston, who did this work, deserves

oom of the Imperial Bank there is a fine ceiling
t also modelled direct upon the work.
[ontreal, Dominion and Imperial Banks are good
iter work. Most of these buildings have been
il lath ; the mouldings also were on metal lath,
its being cast and bedded into their places after-
E our later work-especially the chapel of Our
, Temple building, dining-room in Hon. G. A.
ceiling of Nasmith's Restaurant and others, are
rork. This work is carefully modelled, moulded
s plaster, and fixed in position by nailing.
nany fine examples, I claim your profession bas
, and progress bas been very slow. I an now
to 27 years. I do not now, as fornierly, carry a
:es of each architect's design I ani not ordered
alding, use sane centres, brackets, and such

to get as many members as possible into a given space and avoid
the pitfall ofour predecessors, by making ibis as light as possible.
With this came a revival of the run centre, and we were forced to
fori mouldings around gas-pipes that were fearfully and wonder-
fully designed. From my vantage point before you I can say many
things that I would not like to say to you individually ; the
cap might fit. Those of you who caused these things to be done
were, no doubt, like myself when working at this, under the im-
pression that we were executing architectural work instead of
perpetuating architectural monstrosities. What i want to i-
press upon you tc-day is that you are the teachers, the leaders-
even the Jerry builder looks to you for pointers.

You ail know the method of run work. I will not describe it,
but would request that you study the limitations of ihe material and
have brackets provided for your mouldings and not tak2 risk of
the work falling by overweight ; the best work should not average
one inch thick.

The World's Fair ai Chicago first placed before the profession
the merits and denerits of Staff; the name was new-the daring
use of the material new, but the use of fibre with plaster was
familiar to Europeao niechanics for years previous to tiis. As
used in the White City, it was exposed to the elements; it was
hastily nailed in position by any workman th'e contractor could
secure ; then hastily painted. Lines were any way; interst ctions not
exact or true ; the general effect was required, and il was success-
fully secured. Perhaps this very unevenness that 1 mention
helped the effect ; they certainly bore a remote resemblance to
the varying and inexact lines of the early artist plasterer, whose
work was ail by hand in position, and carried with il that peculiar
and indescribable effect that hand-work always does.

This staff is now before you as a commercial substitute for the
run mouldings. The cost is nearly alike, unless when great
quantity and richness favor the staff, or a small quanhily and com-
parative plainness help the older method.

For staff work you will have to think out your design-studying
the material-the best effects are plastic, the true nature of the
material. You need not have a smooth, moulding; by comb-
ing and corrugating we vary the texture so that even a plain
moulding may display its design with a side-light without breaks.
Our methods are similiar to the Terra Cotta. I would like
you ail to see what I mean by this. If you will visit the chapel
of Lorretto, Wellington square, you will see a rough plastic
treatment.

Fron your detail the model is finished complete in the shop.
Upon approval it is cast in plaster. While this mass is setting, a
large amount of fibre or serini cloth is eibedded into it; this enables
us te make large and strong casts. A frieze which I made for the
Conservatory of Music, here, was 12' x 2' 6" and cast in one
piece.

Gentlemen, I fear my subject is too much for me. I would
sooner do the work than talk about il. What I would like would
be to give each and every one of you a sample from your own de-
tails. I believe that this method of work is here to stay. It is
ight and strong, comparatively cheap, and will stay where fixed.
The cost of our substitute for the sheet metal ceilings is nLot much
greater than that very undesirable article ; of course it bas the
drawback of repetition, but under good design this may be made
an advantage. I shall leave to your professional training and
knowledge the matter of design ; my object will be attained if I
can make you regret the wasted opportunities of the past, and
nspire an anxiety in you to do better in the future.

DIscussIoN.
Mr. Paull, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.

Hynes, paid a very high compliment to that gentleman's
kill and business integrity. He felt sure that so prac-
ical a paper could not but be of the greatest benefit to
hose who had the privilege of hearing it.

Mr. Siddall seconded Mr. Paull's motion, and in do-
ng so remarked that in England much better plastering
vork was done than in Canada, and he believed the
work in Canada was superior to that done in the United
states. In England it was the exception to find any
ess than three-coat work, the specification of even
mall houses calling for three coats of plaster, floated
nd set, and he thought that was the only method of
etting straight work. In the old country he had ob-
erved that they used a tool which he had not seen used
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here very much-the long straight edge-and all work

there was made perfectly true.

The following discussion then ensued:

Mr. Burke: I have been told that a great many of the

buildings in the United States which have been plastered

on metallic lath have been developing serious defects, in

some cases it having been found that the metallic lalh

had almost disappeared.. I suppose that was owing to

their not being galvanized.

Mr. Siddall : I bad a little experience of that in the

Confederation Life building. We had occasion to take

down a partition, even before the building was com-

pleted, and, although the lath had been painted, it was

half eaten away.
Mr. Burke : Have you had any experience in that re-

spect, Mr. Hynes?
Mr. Hynes : I cannot say that I have, personally. I

have never seen any metallic lath that were destroyed by

oxidation or rust, but I know that where the lath is not

completely covered with mortar it will rust. If the iron

or steel is thoroughly embedded and covered with

mortar, I do not think there is any danger whatever,

but where the slightest particle of the metal is exposed

it is likely to be affected, and that is why I say it should

always be either galvanized or painted.

Mr. Siddall: I quite agree with Mr. Hynes that if the

metallic lath were completely embedded with mortar no

rusting would take place. I think it is the exposed

part at the back that rusts.

Mr. Hynes : A thorough covering of lime mortar is a

preventative of rust, but the reverse is the case with all

patent plasters having calcined plaster or gypsum as

their basis ; this material bas a very great and immed-

late tendency to rust. I should think the cases cited by

Mr. Burke were likely caused by their use. English

white cernents -as Keene's, Parian, Martin's-have a

still greater tendency to cause rust, even destroying th

tools used by the mechanics when working them. A

knowledge of this fact is sufficient, as it is easy t(

guard against trouble from this source.
Mr. Wickson : Mr. Hynes did not refer in his paper

I think, to any of the patent plasters that have been oi

the market lately. There is the Rockwall plaster

Paristone, and others ; I wonder if he bas had any ex

perience of them, and if it bas been satisfactory.
Mr. Hynes : My experience bas been principally wit

Adamant. This was the first of the patent plasters. 1

originated in Syracuse in a patent for hardening plastei

The inventor became associated with business men, wh

changed his fluid chemi:al into a dry powder, and mac

a plaster furnished complete and ready for use by tf

addition of water. They did not make much out

selling the plaster, but obtained large sums for Sta

rights--Illinois selling for $35,ooo, Pennsylvania f

$17,000. Of course, in addition ta the chemical cor

pounds, to everyone whom they sold to they gave a fc

mula of how to make the plaster. The result was th

each of these parties found difficulties in preparing t

mixture, and after a series of experiments each becar

an expert, and then called his mixture something else

" Rock Wall," or anything he had a mind to, but th

are all composed of the same compound with the exc(

tion of the Acme, Agatite and the Royal cement. Th(

i have never been able to get analyzed, and I wol

suggest that the authorities of the School of Practi

Science make an analysis of them. They seem to b

kind of brownish earth, and it is claimed that they

calcined. They make very hard, durable work. Those
on the market here to-day are principally Rock Wall,
which is good. It is made by the Albert Mfg. Co., o
Hillsborough, N. B., who also supply most all the cal-
cined plaster used in our market. " Paristone " is
made in Paris, Ont., by the Alabastine Company, from
the local gypsum found down on the Grand river. The
Grand river gypsum is good and plentiful, but is very
little manufactured. I do not know of a bad patent
plaster-it does not pay any one to make one that is
bad.

Mr. Dick : I am sure Mr. Hynes bas given us a very
valuable paper. There is one point on which, perhaps,
he can give us a little information, and that is about
mixing the mortar applied to walls and so on, as to the
time it should be allowed to stand before being applied
to walls, with special reference to the limes we have in
this country.

Mr. Hynes: Our limes are very slow, cool limes, and
when they are first made up all limes are watery, and if
you place them on the wall at once the lime bas na bind-
ing, and the key falls off. It would neyer do to putfresh mortar on walls ; it is radically wrong, though
one is sometimes forced by circumstances to do it. The
idea of leaving it for a period of weeks or months isequally absurd. I think our mortar, after standing one
week in ordiniry weather, is suficiently aged for ailpractical purposes. The greatest danger in connectioan
with plaster is in trying to rush it through, and dryingit too quickly. You see, you have orily three-eighths
of mortar on a lath wall, and if you dry it in a few hoursthere cannot possibly be any strength in it, the best limecannot have any chance to strengthen properly. 1 ar
not an advocate of taking an unreasonable time, but Ithink that attention should be paid to the circumstances.
The weather im summer that dries mortar in a few hourswill always leave you a weak and pulverent mortar.Mr. Wicks nu Nearly all the text books say that limewben slacked ougbt ta show a cansiderable amount of
agitation, bubbling and hissing and ea onb Nw, o
have noticed that a good many of the limes used bereare quite unemotional when the water is put on. Willo Mr. Hynes tell us if that is any indication that they arent g d ?

Mr. Hvnes : That iq



mass, thoroughly disintegrated in all its parts, and cap-able of a more complete mixture. Frost has no chem-ical action on lime ; it is the water that freezes. Butwhen on the wall freshly laid and largely composed ofwater, the frost comes along, swells and expands the
mortar, the result is different. This expansion preventsthe lime fron1 cementing with the sand, and the work is
destroyed-if partially dry, perhaps only the face is de-
stroyed. In two-coat work this face may be dusted off,
Well damped and finished, but for three-coat work nochances should be taken of having the first coat frozen.

Mr. Wickson : You think there is nothing in the
statement sometimes made that it is all right to freeze
Plaster dry ?

Mr. Hynes : Did you ever see an icicle freeze dry ?Water is one of the things you can freeze. If it is
frozen how can it be lost ? It must thaw before thewater can leave it. I know that mortar gets hard and
ifiperceptibly dries, but I cannot understand how it can
freeze dry. Many have claimed that work that has
frozen dry was the best and hardest. This, I think, wasbecause a greater time was allowed for the necessary
chemical action of the lime and sand to form carbonates
and silicates betore drying. I think there were either
miistakes about it being frozen, or else it was frozen
When very little water was in the wall-when it was
Partially dry, and not enough moisture in the work to
allow the frost to expand its particles.

Mr. Dick : We had a very good instance of the dry-
kng Power of frost the other day on the streets. We al]
know the condition Yonge street was in after the rain atfw days ago, principally with horse dudig-everything
Was literally soaked; but it froze hard during the night,and the next morning, when there was a high windblowing, the particles of manure and dust were flying all
Over the street. Now, if it wasn't the frost that dried
it I Would like to know what it was. Every house-keeper will tell you when it is freezing hard that they
keep their washing out on the line and let it get thor-
Dughly frozen, and it will dry.

Mr. Pearson : What is the action of frost on the
mne ? Does it prevent the setting if it is frozen ?

Mr. Hynes : I never found it so.
I4r. Pearson : Well, how is it that it rubs off andýail -.

Because the water is swollen out.
n: Then that does not affect the lime ?

No, I do not think it affects the lime a

î: It is the water between that freezes
free, the lime forms the best cementing of
f sand together, and then the moisture
!s and expands and leaves it free ; that is

is the idea.
iow whether Mr. Hynes heard

Dick of the clothes freezing
mk he answered that by saying
ong enough to imperceptibly
but it is the sudden changes

Mr. Hynes : I arn inclined to think it would not.
The more opportunity lime has to form back into its
natural state the better. I have heard numbers of plas-
terers say there is no work so good as that you let
freeze dry, but you must not let it freeze when you put
it on first.

Mr. Siddall : I would like to ask Mr. Hynes if he has
had much experience in mixing colored ingredients with
plaster, and whgt is the mechanical effect on the
plaster?

Mr. Hynes: I cannot speak from experience on that.
The only experience I have had was in a little hall of the
Bishop Strachan School, where we mixed yellow ochre
with it. I was very much surprised when I saw it four
or five months after to find that the color had almost
entirely disappeared. I know it can be done, but you
must reckon on the lime destroying a certain amount of
the color. While I am on my feet, I would like to tell
you that there is a work published in England by Mr.
William Miller, a practical plasterer, which I think is
the grandest work on plastering conceivable, and if
there is any question you want answered you will find it
there ; in fact, you will find almost every conceivable
inquiry answered. I think the use of coloring matter is
quite feasible, but it must be handled with care, and a
sufficient quantity made to avoid joinings.

Mr. Gregg : Is there not trouble in getting it on with-
out being clouded and patchy afterwards if it is broken?

Mr. Hynes : Patching afterwards presents a difficùlty
that cannot be overcome, and there is undoubtedly
danger of clouding. You see, lime is a most soluble
compound, and when you water trowel or scour the
work it brings the lime forward, and that is what gives
it the cloudy effect. That can be avoided by having
your work underneath sufficiently damp to admit of
finish without using water.

Mr. Langton : I was going over the cathedral, and I
liked particularly the color of the mouldings of the
arches, and I was told that that was due to their being
worked with a vertical tool, which kept the same from
flowing out evenly. Do you not think it would improve
the sand finished surface if the sand were not floated so
easily? Is there any way in which we can get a flat

with a mould,
cs, or vertically,
;and was used in
vere formed, and
ýct of sandstone.
his paper of the
tion of staff for
ituations where
Id like to know
:o apply where

tne meu
it is sub
what is
great vil

Mr. E
plans.
amount
fixed in

for de
work

:eilings are most suitable for such
pound of plaster in which a great
anvas is incorporated, and, being
heavy galvanized nails, cannot

Dr disturbed by vibration. You
lain or of such design as you may
to recognize the fact that there
ain, have them well caulked with
)rated work. You can generally
s to cover them with mouldings,

you use plaster at all where there

>u may safely use staff ; it can be
' so as to be perfectly solid. The
ýre is any danger is that of having
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experience. But you are fairly safe in using any good
mortar on wire lath, no matter what the vibration.

Mr. Pearson : I wanted to ask Mr. Hynes what are

the proper proportions of lime and sand for the brown
finish.

Mr. Hynes : For the ordinary sand finish one-fifth
sand, one-fifth plaster of Paris, and three-fifths putty.
In saying that I am not speaking from exact informa-
tion, but practice.

Mr. Pearson : Then for the hard white finish ; how

do you obtain that hard surface like china ?
Mr. Hynes : It cannot be done without some cernent.

I have polished walls by putting equal quantities of

putty and plaster, but you have to mix them with glue
size or something of that kind, to allow time for working.

Mr. Pearson : For the hard white one-fifth plaster and
one-fifth putty, and what sand ?

Mr. Hynes: You do not want any sand for hard white.
Mr. Pearson : Then what is the proportion of lime

and putty ?
Mr. Hynes : About equal, if you pay for it ; but you

never get it ; you cannot get that plaster work unless

you pay for it. Hard white finish, as generally executed,
is a misnomer.

Mr. Pearson : It is not a misnomer as we specify it,
but you do not give it to us. Now the brown, just the
first coat ?

Mr. Hynes: I always mix about twenty bushels of
lime to about six yards of sand.

Mr. Pearson : How many bushels is six yards ?
Mr. Hynes : I do not know.
Mr. Pearson : How can you get the proportion ?
Mr. Hynes : About one-sixth, I suppose, in the dry,

but when the lime is slacked it is increased nearly
double, so it becomes about one in three,

Mr. Pearson : Then is there any proportion for hair?
Mr. Hynes : We consider we should put about forty

pounds to four hundred pounds of plastering. These
are all hard questions to answer. I have never figured
them out to my own satisfaction; I am only giving
what I practice.

Mr. Pearson : Is there any way of running cornices
and mouldings without using too much plaster of Parisi

Mr. Hynes: Yes, if you do not want to use too muc

plaster of Paris, be very careful to have the cornice wel
bracketed, the lath formed exactly to the lines of th<
moulding, and coat your lath carefully with the mortar

Mr. Pearson : The trouble with fine hanging mould
ings or anything like that is filling that out.

Mr. Hynes : Anything hanging must be formed b
the plaster of Paris. Of course, if it hangs sufficientl
you can carry a line of nails and string in it.

Mr. Pearson : There is another thing, Mr. Hynes

If you plaster a building in winter, and you put on th
heat in the building, there is a great deal of moistut

being evaporated, and I have noticed in certain place
that it does not set for weeks and weeks, and practical'
rots. What is the cause of that ?

Mr. Hynes : The mortar itselt ?
Mr. Pearson : Yes.
Mr. Hynes : If you leave it alone it will get hard

eventually than that which dries more quickly.
Mr. Pearson : But then one cannot leave it for s

months.
Mr. Hynes : I don't see any reason why it shou

stand for six months.

CODE TO GOVERN ARCHIECTURAL
COMPETITIONS.

THE sub-joined code of rules to govern architectu

competions is the product of the labor of a joint co

mittee representing the Architectural League of N

York, the National Sculpture Society, the Natio

Society of Mural Painters and the Philadelphia T Squ;
Club. It received the approval of the Architectu
League on January 19th last:

1. DEFINITIONS.

i A competition in design is the process by which, on the bas

merit, fromt two or more designs proposed, one or more are selected.

2. Competitions may be either open" or -limited."

3. An " open " competition is one in which any person may be acompetitor.
4. A " limited " comopetition is one in which each competitor is

especially invined.
5. A competition of either class may be either--

(A) " Preniated "-in which remuneration is provided only for
those to whom an award is made.

(B) " Paid " -in wbich remuneration is provided for each coim-
petitor.

6. The promotor is the party who undertakes responsIbility for fulfill'
ment of the competition accorcling to its teris, and shall provide for
proper and substantial remuneration tu each competitor to whom ain
award is made.

7. The programme is the offer made by the promotor and includes
the written or pnnted statement of the terms of a competition on thebasis of which proposais are to be made.

S. A competitor is one who in acceptance of such offer submits a pro-posals in accord with the ternis of the programme.
I. TIE PROGRAMME.

9. The programme is an agreement, the terms of which must becarried out lm good faith by ail parties,
10. The terms of the programme are to be concisely stated and nustbe mandatory.
i i. The programme shall-

(A) Be headed substantially as follows: "Under the general code
, overning cornpetitions in design of the Architectural League of
New York, of which a copy is subjoided,
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TERRA COTTA.*
BY M. J. Hvws. -

Terra Cotta is a very large subject-anything fron a doll fron
Tokay to a glass retort on the Ohio--and I fear a mnuch-abused

tern. It includes everything made of baked clay, all indeed,

with the exception of bricks, which are always, just bricks.

Everything else in the category comes under the head of I Terra

Cotta."

Terra Cotta is a mixture of clay and brains ; the manufacturer

suPPlies the clay, the architect the brains.
IL not being ny intention to give you a history of Terra Cotta,

I shall however endeavor, with rny limnited ability, fron a practical

standpoint, to give you sonething that may possibly enlighten

You On the practical utility of this material, for I feel that the

knowledge gained by some nfteen years experience rnay be of

sone lit tle service to you.
The question bas probably occurred to you, and naturally,

"Why is il that in Canada, we have not a firs-class Terra Cotta

Works ? " Gentlemen, the answer is with yourselves. Except in a

a few individual cases, you do not ask for the material. Possibly

you are prejudiced against it, and desire to remnain so. It may

be that you are not conversant with its utility, ils virtues and its

beauty, and have either been too busy or too indifferent to look

into the matter with that degree of interest and study which the

subject dernands. While in the United States numerous buildings,

sOme of then twenty stories high, have been constructed of this

material, as yet you have failed to put it to anything like general

use in this country.

Again you may say, " Why does not some responsible firm in

this Country cater to the Terra Cotta trade, with artistic work and

good material ?" The answer is as before, "You have not

mad'e the demand on then, and offered but little inducement or

encouragement for the expenditure of the necessary money, with

which good works are established, wherewith tley could place

thermselves in a position to meet the requirements of the trade, did

Such requirements exist."

Why did the company with whorm I have the honor to be con-

nected for some lime, expend large sumts in the erecting and per-

fecting Of works for the manufcture of Portland cernent, a

cenent which is acknowledged to be equal to the best and second

t none ? For the simple reason, gentlemen, that you as pro-

fessional men demand a first-class Portland cernent which could

no0t alWays be had in the imported article, and having the raw

'malterials in quantities, that for excellence cannot be surpassed,

this company met the demand, which dematid, as I said before,

you are in a large measure responsible for.

The same argument can bc applied ta Terra Cotta. If you will

create the demand, there is no doubt that some responsible firm

will r1ise to tie occasion, and will meet the demand with material

that Will be as good, if not better, in artistic exellence and in

q1uality, as any that can be procured in any foreign country ; for in

Canada we have plenty of the raw material ; we have the capital,

and we can soon secure the artists and workmen if we have not

eot then now. But you have ignored Terra Cotra ; you have,

With a few exceptions, left it in the background by erecting build-

tigs in an old-fashioned manner and upon principles which, in the

first instance, are cheap, and where the possibilities of combus-

ton are apparently of minor consideration.

I nay say that I am not advertising any existing Terra Cotlta

works. I am very much like Micawber, " Waiting for something

to turn up," so that my efforts to impart any knowledge or infor-

1an I have acquired is not in the interest of any particular firm

or coipany, but purely In the interest of the material, which I

feel when better understood and more cultivated, will corne more

generally into use. for ils Possibilities are practically unlimited.

people in this country to believe that no such material as

Terra Cotta is being made in this country, or if so, that it is of so

poor a quality that it could not be used. I am anxious to impress

upon these gentlemen the fact, that the more they do to foster

Canadian enterprises and industries, the better materials they will

secure, and the more clients they will have, thus benefitting them-

selves in the end. American architects employed over here in the

erection of sone of our large buildings have not so acted, fçr they

have always used Canadian material when such could be obtain-

cd, and it is a pleasing fact that sone of our Canadian Terra Cotta

bas found its way "over the line."

Without touching upon Egyptian, Assyrian, or even Italian and

Spanish of later date, the actual revival of the use of Terra Cotta

does nlot extend back much beyond fifty years. True, in England

they made chimney pots and tiles as in European countries, but

the English architect in the revival of classical architecture,
sougbt for material that was at once light and durable, indes-

tructible by fire and time, and which would not be an imitation like

painted galvanized iron. This he found in Terra Cotta-a mater-

ial of itself, with a beauty of its own, and not an imitation.

Modern buildings with a skeleton constructed of steel, offer a

motive for the use of Terra Cotta, or, in other words, in Terra

Cotta bas been realized the possibilities of steel construction.

In touching upon the revival of Terra Cotta, reference must be

made to England. The architecture of each country has developed

its own individuality, and in England had the advantage of such

men as Blashfield, Sir Henry Dolton, Sir George Skey, Jennings,

Gibbs, Cowan and others ; and even in the bands of these men,

and under the leading architects of the day, the material as first

produced, could not be called beautiful. The South Kensington

Museun, and the Albert Memorial Hall, show what might be ac-

coimplished, but in no way satisfied the architects or the artistic

public. The material in the Albert Memorial Hall was manufac-

tured out of natural raw fire-clay, and having been submitted

to open contact with direct heat in the kiln, resulted in twisted

and distorted work.
Contrast this work at the Albert Memorial Hall with the gates

ati Lord Rosebery's mansion, made with clay carefully washed

and free from impurities, mixed with broken glass, spar and grog

(you must excuse the word " grog," and not take it in the ordi-

nary acceptation ; in this instance it is a term applied to fire-clay

that has been burned and ground), properly dried and burned ;

this work could never be taken as an " imitation " of brown stone,

granite or any material, but is simply Terra Cotta.

Another instance of success in the early days, is the work on

the Dulwich College, carried out after the design of the late

Charles Barry, and costing some $14o,ooo.

Terra Cotta received a great impetus when Sir Henry Dolton's

Works were erected upon the Thanes embankment in London,

for the manufacture of this material and other fine art goods.

The building and machinery alone represent an expenditure of

,ooo,ooo, the interest upon which at 5% you, gentlemen, can

easily estimate. I have just received a leter fro:n a fellow-work-

man, at one lime with me, but who has returned to England to his

old shop. He informs me that now there are three Terra Cotta

Works, where there was only one wheni he left a few years ago.

The English architects mnust have created this demand, and I trust

Canadian architects will follow their example.

DeIlf, china, faience, etc., etc., are made at the Dolton Works

in Staffordshire, but the manufacture of Terra Cotta bas no

relationship to these industries at the various branches of the

works mentioned.

The work in the United States bas made rapid strides. Much

has been accomplished, but Englishmen have been ai the head, men

such as James Taylor, Joseph Joiner, and others, all of whom re

ceived their practical education in England. In the United

States to-day, the importation of Terra Cotta, delf, china, etc.,

is visibly decreasing. Why ? Because a demand baving been

created-the architects giving the preference to horne industries-

investors grappled with the problem, with the result that to-day

large works are dotted all over the country, doing a substantial,

profitable business, and turning out material equal to the best that

could be imported, as witness the work of the several Terra Cotta

companiies, and the magnificent work at the Rookwood Pottery
at Cincinnatti.

Terra Cotta in Canada bas failed for two reasons-first and

foremost, lack of support upon the part of the architects ; second,

because every person who connected himself with it, made

brick, and making brick takes up about twenty-four hours a

day, and leaves very little time for attention to Terra Cotta.
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I fear that those in this country who try to make bricks and
Terra Cotta, or Terra Cotta and bricks, will not meet with that
success the venture merits, for to use the expression of the canny
Scotchman, " Ye canna whustle and mawsticate oaat meal." No
doubt a vulgarism, but decidely expressive.

In scarcely two countries will the difficulties met with be the
same, though each bas sulficient of its own. A man accustomed
to follow a certain line of action in one country and with success,
will often fail in another ; the conditions seem to be peculiar to
the country they exist in. Sometime ago a Staffordshire man,
who met with success in England, conceived the idea that
the possibilites of making money in Canada in the Terra
Cotta line were exceptionally good, and a test of certain clays
obtained in Canada seemed to warrant the investment, so he
made it, and-failed. Then he tried imported workmen, and
failed, then imported clay, and failed again. Imported coal he
thought would fill the bill, but again failure attended hin, so he
concluded that to make a success of the undertaking he would
have to import British atmosphere.

However, it bas been practically demonstrated that Canadian
clay is ail right, a'nd experiments conducted in Canada have
proven that Canadian clay if properly handled and the conditions
taken fully into account is as good as can be procured elsewhere,
and that material of artistic excellence and good quality can be
made here as well as in any other country. This is the result of
a vast expenditure of time, money and patience, but the results
justify the expenditure.

The dark ages that locked up trade and family secrets (and in
Europe trade secrets becane often family secrets, and a business
would be carried on from generation to generation, from father
to son) have now become a thing of the past. Science bas
reached out, analyzed and brought forth work not only equal to
the old, but in many respects far superior,-again let me refer you
to the Rookwood Pottery, which is a model of beauty and origin-
ality, and demands the praise of the civilized world.

There is, however, possibly an exception in the handcraft of the
decendants of the Mexican Indian, where the secrets have been
preserved for hundreds of years. These workmep can to-day
hand you a water jug, designed with hieroglyphics that may be
designated as barbarous, having a beautiful glaze upon the
exterior, of a most peculiar nature, which will permit of evapor-
ation and leave the water in the jug cool and refreshing. A fine
point like this bas not been achieved by the modern worker
Another exception can be made in the Japanese ware which
leaves so much to admire, to study, to imitate and to learn.

You may think, gentlemen, that I am getting away from the
subject-that it is not Terra Cotta-yet under the head of Majol-
ica ware, which embraces ail baked clay that bas received a color
and a glaze, and nut porcelain or china, ail of this is very much
Terra Cotta.

Nature bas in this country been particularly generous in its
gifts of the various substances that go to make up the compon-
ent parts of Terrra Cotta. There is a wild rush for the gold of
British Columbia and the Klondike, and those who don't rush, are
speculating in stocks, but the time will come, and that ere long,
when attention will be turned to the gold which we have at our
very doors, and which can be obtained by the utilization of the
raw products which at present are spurned and considered as
worthless. A well-informed person who has practical knowledge
of such matters, tld me recently that within two hundred miles of
Toronto large deposits of koalin are to be found, that in the same
section there are large deposits of spar, and stone equal to the best
Cornish can be had, while as to the clay the supply is unlimited.

At the revival, Terra Cotta was made of fire clay-the modern
product is made of about four parts of Clay to one of " grog "
(fire Clay), and like Colonel Seller's eye water, is often one in-
gredient short.

Clay good for Terra Cotta is not taken from the surface, which
usually contains much foreign matter, and owing to these foreign
matters melts at a very low temperature. A pure good clay
should be iiined like other precious metals, and I am convinced
that a judicial mixing of different clays bas produced the best re-
sults, for ail that is desirable is seldom found in one bank ; a clay
should not shrink much in drying.

Ruskin bas compared the perfection of form to the swan, and
the perfection of color to the humming b
the form you impress upon the clay, and
works to inspect the models made from t
say, that the work never looks so well a
clay, and for this reason the manufacturi
make the finished material have as far a5
of the soft, wet clay, and the clay m
material will have in the finished state.

Upon the architect depends the finis
ception be good, and the artist followî
satisfaction of the architect, then the fini
work of art ; but if the conception be ba
not permit the artist to improve upon it, (
artist is a clay worker should have
finished material is anything but a woi
facturer, seldom the architect, is scofic<
pression goes abroad that he cannot proi

But the architect is often placed at mu
model he is asked to accept may be of a
plaster background, and the finished mat
color ; really it would seem that for the
be color blind, and simply look for " peri
color."

In the matter of color much may b,
quire a shade of buff, the next a pect
another a shade of grey with a " light si
is disappointed if he does not -. ' 1usl

think he desires, but which if produced and erected in a building,thig cause hd to "take a tnp abroad until kindly time andthe weather bad softened the tones and shaded the surface of thestructure.
What Mr. Waterhouse, the eminent architect bas said on TerraColla. 1 am thoroughly in accord with-that is that it should bemade in smatl pieces--that large lintels, large columns of enor-mous proportions are successfully manufactured, but it is with agreat deal ot care, a great deal of time and a great daal cf x-pense, while the virtue of the material ia in reagivey mal pieces-
Waterhouse contends that the slighesî set me t cf a builin

will cause the large lintels, silis and transom e t crack; w bile if
made and constructed in small pieces thtner setlement wiuli
be the opening of the moartar joints.

I have always found the tendency on the part of arcbîîects here lumake their work in Terra Cotta confore as tuch as possible to
stone construction. I have successfully mam pieces containlng
13 and 14 cubic feet, but I contend that sucd construction was an
error.

The late Mr. Joseph Joiner, of Indianapols t the maximum at7 cubie feet, but I feel that there is beond t h maxiu t
use may be extended. y ta lmit te wich its

t wll huand t your Registrar a hpecification such as I considertenders shoulti b. based on ; also a liai cf information whlchmanufacturers require in order to tender in a practical way n
Terra Cotta work.

I leave this matter with your Registrar. h may possibly ho Ibatsome of you will find occasion to refer t il ia future as I have
found that specifications for Terra Colla work have nut been as
thorough as those used for carpenter and lumbr's work.

You have now Terra Cea nl a yo derpo'ais
ail American Companies advertise Terra Cotta in al color;
glazed and semi-glazed, while an English frm came ou with an
advertisement some years ago, "A new building afer tvery
shower."g

Glazed Terra Cotta, so far, bas nul met wîb much succese, butI feel that it could judicieusly be no met partcular places.
Sir Henry Dolton said that a new Terra Cota job neyer looks

well. It had to be seasoned with sooTe
We have some few samples of differt Terra CoIta in TorontoThere is some Italian, some English, ne American and orno

Canadian. The Oak Hall building afrda goo illustration of
how architecture may be embelsoed wita sculpture, but te
Italian Terra Cotta was not sufficientdy burit for this cspthe.
The winter bas caused some of thc figures drap an am or a
limb, which are now glued on with cesent.

The obelisk laid in the sand Of ent for enturie u il
started ta desintegrate as soon as erect in Centura Park, New.
York. This shows the necessiy af well burnt Terra Cotta for this
climate. Ail the Canadian Temra Colla is standing as fresh as
the day it was put up.

We are constant1, ... a...

ird. Terra Cotta takes

.r snaa
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the Home Life Insurance fire, in finding how thorough-

ly the terra cotta withstood the action of the fire. As

Mr. Hynes said, the chief injury was caused n that part

of the building which was marble. About the only ivro

work seriously injured was a girder wbkh by an over-

sight hd been left unprotected in one of th upper

stories, not covered at all in fact. I agree wi th Mr.

Hyne's remarks in regard to Mr. Waterhouse, think

his conception of the treatment of terra cottais ofe true

conception, and if you have examined the details of th.

building you cannot fait to be impressed witb that fact.

Mr. Pearson : Will Mr. Hynes show us a sketch of

that water joint.
Mr. Hynes : The joint in common use is of tus form.

There is great difficulty in retaminig t.is joint intaci
I contend it would be better if it was carried out in this

way.

The other joint that bas been in use is this.

vent a little moisture
iking it off ?
terra cotta break off
where it was broken

to supply the ordinary full size drawings, because when
you have four or five drawings, the modeller does not

take your profile at all, he has to enlarge it. In the

building I speak of, every moulding and profile was

drawn twice, once to shrinkage rule and once to the
orrdinary full sized scale. That is the only way you can
get perfection. Of course the clay will shrnk in burn-

ing, and in the old country that bas been calculated to

a nicety, and they will furnish rules to you to measure

two feet plus what is necessary to allow for shrimkage.
Mr. Hynes : In pretty nearly every place where terra

cotta is manufactured on a large scale, they employ a
firstclass draughtsman, and these draughtsmen enlarge

from the small up to the standard scale. The red clay

I have used has gone as far as an inch and a quarter in

shrinkage, while white clay only goes nine-sixteenths of

an inch; that bas been the total shrinkage to the foot.
Mr. Pearson : The figures Mr. Hynes bas given as

to breaking strains, afford no criterion to go by, because

terra cotta is used as a hollow material, and it bas to

be backed up ; and the backing up is what one bas to

depend on, and one cannot count on the outside face of

the building in the thickness of the walls where you

exceed in height three or four stories. In backing up

terra cotta with brick there is always a space that bas

to be filled in or grouted, and it is a very difficult matter
to get that done properly. Then, even if it is done, it

is not safe to count on it bearing its full load. I do

not think that terra cotta can be used in the same way

that stone is used, for the reason that it is always a

hollow material. Another thing that Mr. Hynes spoke

of was having a wash on the surface of the terra cotta,
and he is very strongly in favor of having the natural
finish. That is all very well, but when you get a num-

ber of pieces and place them together they do not bar-

monize, there is a great difference in the shade ; and

when you get one piece very much more strongly col-

ored than another, it is not always satisfactory. I do

not see why there should be such a rooted antipathy to

this wash. They do it in the States, and the buildings
there appear to be satisfactory, and where that wash is
used the surface finish is more satisfactory than we can
get otherwise.

Mr. Hynes : In reply to Mr. Pearson, I might say
there is no piece of terra cotta of such a shape that it
cannot be stood up and filled thoroughly with cement
and brick previous to being used ; if it is set into the
watt in the hollow form, then there is a great deal of
difficulty in filling it. With reference to the straining
power of terra cotta, which Mr. Pearson says is of no

account, an architect who is no here to-day, said to me,
" The difficulty with your terra cotta here is that it is

too soft." I said, " Yes ; where do you get soft terra
cotta?" "Well," he says, "there is that job down

on King Street." I said, " Where did you try it ? "
" Oh," he says, " just by looking at it." I said, " That
is hardly a fair test. I will guarantee that you cannot

produce a brick that will cut as hard a chisel face as

t that terra cotta."
Mr. Pearson: I do not think that Mr. Hynes is right

in saying that terra cotta can be filled before it is set up
., thp hnildingr. because it bas to be bonded into the wall.

1ilHl M 1
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THE tendency of the country builder is for plastering. Fitting and hangng sashes Cost fItms in to overlook small items when estimat- hanging may be ascertained by the numbor of pounis
ing cost of a building, or to "-uik" a i the weights, cost varying by cost of iron. Plastring

lot of small things together. Both these methods are is measured by the yard, and great care should bo ex-
wrong and likely to prove embarrassing and costly in ercised in estimating it in order to get the correct meas-
the end. Every item should be figured on, then the urement. Angles, closts, spandrils, soffits, and every-
style and finish should be considered, also the quality of tbing, should be measured If it is desired to estimate
material used. A few items are given herewith in a the lath separately, about 4 lath wtt! cver one yard.
general way, merely to show the manner of dealing with One man wil put on about $00 yards of lath in one day.
them as they present themselves. Get the entire sur- Ptastering, including tathmg and furnishing ail materials,
face of the floors in square feet, add one-fourth for is frquently done from o ta 3o cents per yard, accord-
waste in fitting, etc., and if the stuff is more than one ing to the number of coats and style of finish. These
inch thick, make provision for extra thickness. Two may be acepted as pretty low figures. Plaster courses
men working together will lay more flooring in one day are estimated by the foot running measure, the cost
than one man alone will lay in two days. Two men varying ording to style and width. Angles and
working together will lay five or more squares a day. mitres count s0 much a piece, measurement always
Five pounds of nails are required for each square of taken from the longet ponts. Panting is estlmated
flooring. Ordinary 2" x 4" partitions should not cost by the yar, and roqures a caroful neasurements as
more than two cents per foot running measure for labor. plasteriog. Spcil work, such a gran ng, staining,
Doors and door frames should be estimated at so much varnishing or poishig, la pad for by the piece or by
an opening, including door, hanging, fitting and com- special arrangment. Thse are but a fw thing, but
pleting, exclusive of cost of material and fitments. As they will gve the stit»tot an ida of how to proced
doors on each flat vary in size, finish, and style of fit- in estimating.
ments, each door should be estimated separately. Esti-
mate cost of materials, locks, hinges, nails and screws h i
according to specifications. Don't overlook closets, but C'dmuLw aac

Fle. that nar la 5 e wen. of ail h vory nnmake provision for shelves, wardrobe hooks, hook strips tht near in dcr i of ad tht mare
and such other fittings as specifications call for. Linen other buildings l1ave ther orii i defective flues.
closets are often fitted up with drawers, shelves, small Tis prcentage could be greaIl re4uced if the builder
cupboards with doors, etc.; figure on each item, includ- would oxercise a littlt more car i the construction Of
ing hardware attacbments. Base should be figured on is chimneys and the proper istriuton of the wood-
as moulded, unless it is perfectly plain, then it may be work around them. Chimnys sbould be bult from
put down as dimension grade lumber. Cost of laying foundation tocoping clear ad indopeàdet of any wood-
base will vary with the style and number of members in work. Where the stack passes thrdIgh a floor or oo,
the base. Where rooms are wainscotted (matched the triming tmbers hould work dur of the brick or
stuff), take surface measure and add one-fourth ; count stone work at leat ont loch, and the rof boards ad
cap and shoe as mouldings. Bathroom finish should be florng should doar the stack early as muh. The
estimated carefully according to specifications in the ilate or shingls will of necesity be cose tê the brc-
absence of details; top for bath tub and front, weather work, but shoud bo 10 put as not to nterfee wlth the
panelled or ceiling; water closet seat and front, wash chimney's sttlng-for ail chinys w!» settie a ittle-
stand front, drawers and door, water-tank and covering for shuld the rof coverng prevet the upper part of
for pipes, and ail cutting for pipes usually done by tht the chinney from settling along with the lowi-r part, tht
builder. Mantels of wood or other materials should be stack w111 break t the lino ofjuction wth tue rof, ad
carefully figured, ascertaining as nearly as possible the the crack may bt large nogh to admit

design and work necessary to place them. In estimat- amoke, ad the house may take ire from thil cause.
ing stairs, if the builder intends building them himself, Th. sane argument applies to the floor; the woodwork
he should figure the lumber in the wall and face strings must be kept cler f the chimney. No flue should be
and center bases, cost of housing and cutting same, as than 8x8 ichs, or the length f ont bick square
lumber in treads and risers, and cost of preparing same; in the ean, ad this ale hould b. intained from
figure ail newels separately, hand-nail by the foot, bal- bottom to top, rogularly built-not contnactod at some
usters by the piece, labor and nails for setting up if points and expanded at athers. The walls adjacent to
soffit i panelled or ceiled with matced tuf or preparcd the flueas hould b e yard ado g rat care s ol b e-
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bricks slushed or entirely filled up with mortar. The

inside of the flue should be well pargetted or plastered

with a mortar that will adhere to the bricks ; simple
lime-and-sand mortar will not be effectual, although

used in common, if not almost universally. When the

flue becomes heated, which it will at times, common

Iortar will peel and chip off and leave the joints ex-

Posed for the admission of smoke and fire, and at points

where the woodwork, such as flooring or timbers sup-

Porting the sanie, approaches too near the brickwork of

the flue, will ignite, and the fire will extend between the

floor and ceiling along the joists, and have control of

the building before it is visible to outsiders or innates

of the house, and the building is either seriously

damaged or entirely destroyed for the want of a little

care and attention in the construction of the flue. Par-

getting mortar should be made with a portion of cow's

hair in it, in about the sane proportion as used in

mortar intended for the first coating of wall plastering.

Horse manure, in about the same proportion as cow's

hair, thoroughly mixed with the lime-and-sand mortar,

nakes a very effectual pargetting, and when well put

oIn will remain as long as the flue lasts. As a further

safeguard, at the intersection of floors and roof the

thickness of the flue walls might be swelled out so as to

give a thickness of walls at these points of not less

than 8 inches. There is no constructional difficulty in

this, and the chimney would be rendered doubly safe.

A perfectly safe flue may be made by using ordinary

glazed drain tiles of sufficient size for the flue, build-

ing theni in as the chimney is being constructed.

These may be obtained in suitable sizes, and T lengths

can be had, which may be inserted in the flue, leaving

the wing or third part to project through the wall for the

reception of stove pipes, or for admission of air for ven-

tilation purposes. A flue, constructed with tiles i the

manner suggested, would be as near perfection as it

's Possible to build a flue.

SoMETIMES builders are puzzled to find

A °""es proper angles and shapes to suit the

work in hand. A few little problems

and their solutions given herewith may prove of material

Service sometimes. Suppose we want to find an angle

bracket for a cornice, proceed as follows : Let A, Fig.

1, be the common bracket; draw the parallel lines, III,

C ; square
1, 2, 3, 4,
D, on the
2, 4, 6, etc
is done.

FiG. 2.

each line at C,
n the commOn

lines from C ;

and its edges will be in a horizontal line. In other
words, if the cone stands on a floor, and E be bent
around its base, the lower edge of E will coincide with
the plane of the floor. To find the shape of horizontal
covering for circular domes, the principle is the same as
that employed in the last problem, but, supposing the
surface of the dome to be composed of nany plane sur-
faces. Therefore, the narrower the pieces are, the more
accurately will they fit the dome. Draw the line A
through the centre of the dome (Fig. 3), divide the
height from B to C into as many parts as there are to

FIG. 3.

be courses of boards or tin. Through i and 2 draw a
line meeting the centre line at D ; that point will be the
centre for sweeping the edges of the board G. Through
2 and 3 draw the lines meeting the centre line at E ;
that will be the centre for sweeping the edges of the
board K, and so on for all the other courses. Care
must be taken in drawing the lines from the face of the
dome to the central line A, so that false centres are not
obtained. To divide a line into any number of equal
parts, let A B (Fig. 4), be the given line. Draw the
line A B, at any convenient angle, to A C ; set dividers
any distance, as from i to 2, and run off on A C as

6

FiG. 4.

many points as you wish to divide the line A B into-
say 7 parts ; connect the point 7 with B, and draw the
lines at 6, 5, 4, etc., parallel to the 7 B, and the line A
B will be divided as desired. This is a very simple
problem, and is absolutely correct. To find the cut for
any angle where a moulding or other angle has to joint,
proceed as follows : Let A and B (Fig. 5) be the given
angles ; set off from these points of the angles equal
distances each way, and from these points sweep the arcs

FIG. 5.

of circles, as shown in the figure. Then a line from the
point of the angle through where the circles cross each
other will be the cutting line required. This is one of
the most useful problems in practical carpentry and
joinery.

1)iagonal Bond
in Brickwork.

but sometimes, the
upon to " lay up "

ýrring-bone wall, and
) perform the work
ing illustrations and



descriptions will materially help him in laying out the

work. Fig. 6 shows the method of describing a 4-inch

wall in diagonal bond with English facing. Draw the

facing bricks first, then take the diagonal length of four
bricks A to B, strike an arc B C ; from C, with half a
brick radius, strike arc D E, join E A, and from E, the
point of intersection with BC, draw horizontal line E F.

FIG. 6. FrG. 7. FIG. 8.

From F draw F G parallel with E A, to form one of the
diagonal points ; all the others may be obtained by
drawing parallel lines at half-brick intervals. This
method enables the diagonal bricks to be laid without
any cutting, but it may be preferred to fil] in solid the
triangular end spaces H, 1, J, etc.; then the diagonal
points should be laid at an angle of 45°, and the bricks
cut to fit. Every alternate course must be all headers,
as shown in Fig. 7, and the diagonal courses may rake
alternately from right to left. Fig. 8 shows herring-
bone bond, the interior bricks being laid at 45° and cut
to fit the face bricks. This bond should also be laid in
counter directions.

THE Toronto Builders' Exchange have
Toroto uue' requested the City Council to grant

that body representation on the Board
of Management of the Toronto Technical School and the
Toronto Industrial ixhibition. The fact is mentioned

would be allowed unless agreed on beforehand in writ-
ing and signed by the owner and the contractors, which
was not done. The contractors sued Ruth FeHiows for
$25o balance of contract, $2o5 for extras and $40 for
refusing to permit them to make use of the old material.
The High Court of Justice appointed Mr. Edward
Morgan, Junior Judge of the County of York, as sole
arbitrator to decide the dispute. The arbitrator found
that Charles Fellows was merely the agent of the
his wife, and therefore that his wife was responsible
for the payment of note given by him. The plaintiffs
were awarded $25o in respect of the contract price,
$129-37 in respect of extra work, less a deduction of
$44.45, for work rendered unnecessary by changes in
the plans and specifications, and certain work im-
perfectly done by plaintiffs, leaving a balance due the
defendants of $334.92, with interest thereon since Feb.
28th, 1898, together with costs of action. The plain-
tiffs' claim of $4o for not being permitted to use the old
material was not allowed, as this point in the agree-
ment between the parties was not embodied in the
contract.

EFFLORESCENCE ON BRICK.
TORONT, Feb'y 4 th, 1899.
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VENTILATION AND HEATING OF A NEW
BRUNSWICK SCHOOL.

The new high-schooll building in St. John, New Brunswick,

Canada, is heated by an unusually complete indirect blower systemn

for a building of its size. Air is supplied by the double-duct

method, the mixing of the cold and hot air taking place at the
base of the various tresh-air flues.

The building was erected from the plans of Mr. G. Earnest

Fairweather, of St. John, and the heating system was installed by
Mr. Thomas Campbell fron the designs of the B. F. Sturtevant

Company, which furnished the heating apparatus. The following

which the mai
Figure 2, 3 an

.s respectively,
-e at either enc
nd and the sec
t and cloak roc
oce for teacher

DF A NEw BRUNSWI
pany, Boston, Mass, Engi

Record of New
sement structure,
i shows the base-
of the plant are
nd, second and

are the

are taken from then. There are four interior walls extending

throught the building, and in these are located the flues, both for

heating and for ventilation. The branches fron the ducts lead to

the bases of these flues, as shown in Figure i, and a mixing of

the air in the two takes place at this point. The mixing dampers

are of the Sturtevant hinged-cylinder type, and are controlled by

band from the room to which the flue leads. The air supply of

each room may have, therefore, any temperature desired, irre-

spective of that of any of the other rooms, within the limits of the

temperature of the outside air and that available from the heating

apparatus. Fresh-air inlets to the class rooms are located 8 feet

from the floor, and those in the
assembly room io feet. They are

20 x 34 inches in size and are pro-

vided with wire screens. Air is

carried through similar screened

openings located at the floor und

almost directly below the inlets,
leading to flues rising alongside of

the heating flues. The flues are

brought together into four groups

at the roof, where four ventilating

covers serve to discharge the vitiated

air into the atmosphere.

As shown in the drawings, floor

registers are provided in a number
FtG.3 of places and are supplied by cir-

cular flues. These are located in
the cloak rooms, and two of large
size in the ground-floor hall are for

use as foot-warmers. Where the

class rooms are separated from the
flue wall by a cloak room or corridor

the fresh air is carried in a hort duct

as shown. Under thele conditions

it is necessary to lead the corres-

ponding ventilating duct fron a floor

register underneath the floor to the

ventilating flue.

rop rioor , . The toilet rooms are given no
Fio4 direct supply of air, but are pro-

cKer. S Lvided with ventilatinglflues to carry
away the foul air and to assist

in maintaining a passage of air from the corridors into these

rooms. This is brought ab , by a slightly greater pressure of

the air as it is delivered by blower into the main part of the

building. At the third floor, pipes lead from the top of the flues

to brick ducts above the third-storey ceiling, where they dis-

charge to two of the ventilating centers.
This method of heating is rpw being introduced in this country

,t t ne oauluu,
Two parts of the

le through hallways
rooms. These are
above, as shown on

i a large assenbly
wo small rooms on
ain stairways which

ement furnishes steam for the
ine, which drives by belt a 7-
about 40,000 cubic feet of air

ions per minute. Air is drawn
rnoeh neliar&nt windows. and

by Messrs. G. W. Reed & Co., Montreal, who are tbe Canadian

agents of the Boston Blower Co., and who have earned an

eaviable reputation for good workmanship.

in the Acropolis
bat the monu-
te architects of
-rnment. This
. The Athens
restoration and
itelicos will be
quarries.

Lture to incor-
of $1,500,000
to completion
hotel building,

ut r,700
aading to
cd fron i
heating c



uE CAUADOR ARCHITECT AUD -BU-ILR.
LONDON BUILDERS' EXCHANGE.

THE first annual banquet of the above Exchange took

place at the City Hotel, London, on the evening of the
2nd inst. The chair was occupied by the president,
Mr. William Jeffrey. The following, among others,
were in attendance : Major Beattie, M.P., Wm. Smith,
John M. Moore, School Trustee J. M. Logan, Ald.

Jolly, Wm. Joanes, George Craddock,. School Trustee

Jones, ex-Ald. Belton, ex-Ald. Stevely, George Ker-
nohan, Wm. Edgecombe, W. D. Willis, W. T. Pace,
A. T. Corp, E. Fitzgerald, Geo. Hayman, John Logan,
Walter Toll, John Hayman, jr., Geo. T. Gould, Wm.

Tytler, Hy. Stratfold, Ed. Martyn, Harry Sing, L.

Boss, John Sullivan, John Bryan, Thomas Edwards, E.
Garratt, Edward Skuse, Wm. Nutkins, Robt. Gash,
R. J. Haslett, Thos. Ridge, John Fenn, I. Quick, J.
Fleming, R. Skelley, A. M. Legg, Wm. Packham,
Robert H. Berry, Henry Kerr, Fred Deeley, Fred
Garratt, Albert Evans, H. R. McDonald, H. C. Simp-

son, Edward Gardiner, Frank Simmons, A. Riddell,
Ald. H. M. Douglass, Ald. P. McPhillips, Ald. H.
Dreaney, E. H. Russell, T. A. Parkinson, W. F.

Wyatt, Wm. Hayman, J. Garratt, Alex. Burnett,
Arthur Nobbs, John Whittaker, Jas. Reid, A. Scha-
backer, Geo. Mortimore, Thomas P. Oglesby, C.
Colerick, A. Stewart, Arthur H. Cooke, John Jones,
James S. Luney, W. J. Anthistle, A. J. Humphrey,
Thos. R. Wright, Wm. B. Walker, James Moran, E.
E. Nugent, ex-Ald. Gerry, H. Hayman, John A.

Wm. Chamberlain, George Howe, George Fox, Ed-
ward Jury.

Letters of regret were read from Col. Leys, M. P. P.,
Col. Culver, United States Consul ; Mayor Wilson,
Fred. Henry, H. C. McBride, Herbert Matthews and
Col. Lewis.

The chairman referred to the friendly feeling and
other benefits which had resulted to the trade since
the organization of the Exchange a year ago. Testi-
mony to this effect was also given by Alderman Garratt,
William Smith, Thomas Jones, and Henry Stratfold,
who were called upon to respond to the toast, the

William Joanes, John M.
by, responding on behalf

toasts were duly

by a liberal supply
Messrs. H. R. Mc-
Stratfold and H. C.
vid Murray, and a
Simmons and Riddle.

a thoroughly
ianaged in the

traae.
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